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Genomic variants like SNPs or InDels are of major 
interest to biologists and clinicians  

Identifying causal variants is crucial for the 
diagnostics of rare and common diseases

With NGS technology it is possible to detect 
millions of variants within an individual genome  
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Variant caller up to millions of variants

GeneGrid
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Variant filtering

Selected GeneGrid filter fields

Field Description
Known gene Variant is in an annotated gene

Genotype quality Variant confidence score; higher is better; max 999

gAF Global minor allele frequency from 1000 Genomes Project; also 
separate for African, American, Asian, European; <0.01: rare

espMAF Minor allele frequency from Exome Sequencing Project; also separate 
for African American, European American; <0.01: rare

exacAF Alternative allele frequency from the Exome Aggregation Consortium 
(ExAC) project; <0.01: rare

BLOSUM AA substitution score; <0: rare; >0: common

SIFT Sorting Intolerant From Tolerant: predicts effect of AA substitution on 
protein function; <0.05: affects function

SIFT pred Yes: damaging prediction based on SIFT score
PhyloP DNA conservation score; >0: conserved

GERP Genomic Evolutionary Rate Profiling; RS Score; >0: fewer substitutions 
than expected -> evolutionary constraint



Variant filtering

Selected GeneGrid filter fields

Field Description
SiPhy Pi, Omega Overlap with evolutionary constrained elements (two parameter sets)

Literature diseases Associated diseases based on gene co-citations

Literature tissues Associated tissues based on gene co-citations

Somatic mutation tissues Associated tissues; source: COSMIC

Clinical diseases Associated clinical diseases; source: ClinVar and OMIM

Diagnostic tests Number of diagnostic tests available for gene

Diagnostic diseases Associated disease terms based on diagnostic gene tests (gene level)

Clinical significance Summary of clinical significance based on ClinVar database (position 
level)

GO processes Associated GO terms for the domain of cellular components

GO functions Associated GO terms for the domain of molecular functions

GO components Associated GO terms for the domain of biological processes



GeneGrid database
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Data sources

Internal sources
Variant annotation Genomatix
Genome annotation ElDorado
Text mining (PubMed) LitInspector
Combined thesaurus (MeSH, NCIt, UMLS) Genomatix Thesaurus
Pathways and networks GePS

GeneGrid



Data sources

GeneGrid

External sources
Alleles and allele frequencies dbSNP

1000 Genomes Project
ESP6500
ExAC

Protein effect predictions BLOSUM
SIFT

Evolutionary conservation PhyloP
GERP
29 Mammals Project

Diagnostic annotation GTR
Phenotype annotation ClinVar

COSMIC
OMIM

Gene ontology GO
Sequence variant description HGVS
Regulatory regions Ensembl Regulatory Build



GeneGrid example 1
Trio analysis



GeneGrid example: trio

Leber congenital amaurosis

Inherited eye disease

Onset at birth or in early childhood

Blindness or impaired vision with loss of central vision

Genetically heterogeneous
e.g. LCA1 caused by homozygous mutation in GUCY2D

LCA2: RPE65
LCA3: SPATA7
LCA4: AIPL1
etc. (18 types known)



GeneGrid example: trio

Leber congenital amaurosis



GeneGrid example: trio

Consanguineous family



GeneGrid example: trio

Step 1: load and annotate VCF files
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Step 1: load and annotate VCF files
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Step 2: sample comparison
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Step 2: sample comparison



GeneGrid example: trio

Step 3: filtering



GeneGrid example: trio

Filter history and template filters

Speed up the analysis and facilitate sample comparisons

Combine filters that are routinely used, e.g.

• Minimum read coverage 
• Genotype quality 
• Allele frequency (gAF)
• Phenotype annotation
• Inheritance patterns
• Case / control genotypes

and save as template for use in other comparisons



GeneGrid example: trio

Vizualisation in genome browser



GeneGrid example: trio

Additional annotation / filter columns



GeneGrid example: trio

Annotation detail views and links



GeneGrid example: trio

Report generator



GeneGrid example: trio

Export of annotated variants



GeneGrid example 2
Familial autism analysis



GeneGrid example: familial

Consanguineous family



GeneGrid example: familial

Step 2: sample comparison

Case
Control
Case
Control
Control
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Exercise 1: LCA in sibling IV-3 
 
As the first exercise, please try to find the mutation which is probably responsible 
for the LCA phenotype in sibling IV-1 also in sibling IV-3. To achieve this, you will 
want generate a Trio analysis with sibling IV-3 in the Offspring group and the 
parent samples III-4 and III-5 in the Parents group. 
 
 
Exercise 2: deafness in sibling IV-2 
 
Next, please try to find candidate mutations that could be causative for the 
observed deafness in sibling IV-2. Alternatively use annotation in the columns 
Literature Diseases and Clinical Diseases as one of the filtering criteria. Compare 
the results to each other, and to the corresponding results you get for sibling IV-1. 
 
 
Exercise 3: autism in siblings IV-1 and IV-3 
 
This exercise is somewhat less straightforward then the first two. The siblings IV-1 
and IV-3 have been diagnosed with autism, while their brother, sibling IV-2, is not 
affected. A way to find candidate variants is to run an Other type comparison 
analysis with the affected siblings in the Case group, and the parents and the 
unaffected brother in the Control group. Try filter combinations including a general 
term like Autism or Autism Spectrum Disorders in Literature Diseases, and look 
for variants that are homozygous in both affected persons, but not in the 
unaffected ones. You can include the optional columns Diff. between groups (the 
number of genotypes in the Case group that differ from the dominant genotype in 
the Control group; should be 2 here) and/or Diff. in case group (number of 
samples in the Case group that are different from the dominant genotype in the 
Case group; should be 0 here) for filtering, or just set the genotypes for all 
samples accordingly. 
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Note that the filter settings in the left hand panel allow you to change the 
operators for the filters, e.g. for the genotype to is not equal to. 
 

 
 
If you note that the combination of observed genotypes in parents and affected 
children is inconclusive in a candidate case, check if the genome browser view 
can give you more information.  
 
 
Exercise 4: Spanish family quartet 
 
Another data set you can use for family analyses is an exome variant set of a 
Spanish family quartet by Corpas et al. (2015). The publication if open access; 
you can download it here: 
http://bmcgenomics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12864-015-1973-7 
 
This study was published as an example for a direct-to-consumer genomic 
analysis without a specific disease focus. No medical conditions of the four family 
members were disclosed. Nonetheless, we can use the data to try to find any 
variants that might affect disease risks. 
 
There are four samples in the set: 
 
Mother: ISDBM322018 
Daughter: ISDBM322017 
Father:  ISDBM322016 
Son:  ISDBM322015 
 
Run Trio and whole family (Other type) analyses, and try to find variants in the son 
or daughter that might have medical significance, for example variants that are 
- homozygous in the offspring and heterozygous in both parents; 
- or compound heterozygous in the offspring; 
- or novel in the offspring (De novo in the Offspring inheritance column); 
 
Try also to find relevant variants that are shared by the siblings or unique to each 
of them. 

GeneGrid example: familial

Step 2: sample comparison



GeneGrid example 3
Cancer analysis



Source: Northern Arizona University http://www2.nau.edu/~fpm/immunology/spleen1.jpg

GeneGrid example: cancer

Splenic marginal zone lymphoma (SMZL)

Spleen anatomy



B cell lymphoma consisting of small lymphocytes and larger blasts

- Starts in white pulp of the spleen 
- Invades mantle zone of splenic follicles
- Erodes marginal zone
- Ultimately invades red pulp of the spleen

Frequent clonal rearrangements of immunoglobulin genes

GeneGrid example: cancer

Splenic marginal zone lymphoma (SMZL)
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Splenic marginal zone lymphoma (SMZL)



Analysis example: SMZL in patient 7

Filter summary

GeneGrid example: cancer

somatic variants

total number

only high confidence predicted protein effects

26,543

958

661

87

58

3

223,236

quality and genotype quality > 30

select rare variants (gAF < 1%)

total number

select deleterious variants

select genes associated with
“Splenic Marginal Zone B-Cell Lymphoma” in the 
literature 



Filtering result
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Read coverage at SNP position in TP53 for tumor and control

Visualization

GeneGrid example: cancer



The SNP is located in the DNA-binding domain

Visualization
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Visualization
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P53 core domain in complex with DNA

► the identified mutation could affect DNA binding or DNA affinity 
Source: NCBI structure, MMDB ID: 106061
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